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He races back after modern prostate surgery
I Bob Patten set a
swimming world record in
his age group just 100 days
after undergoing surgery in
Aventura.

When Bob Patten of Littleton, Colo., was diagnosed with
prostate cancer in March he
was five months away from
setting the 200-meter breaststroke world record for men
ages 70-74. And the master
swimmer was two months
away from surgery at Aventura Hospital.
Swimming became his
hobby at age 15 and, since 1983,
his workouts included up to
two miles in the pool five days
a week and bike riding or
weight lifting two days a week.
With good health overall,
Patten, then 69, considered
“watchful waiting” rather than
surgery. The thought of surgery evoked memories of his
wife dying on an operating
table while having a leg
removed because of diabetes
10 years ago. More, recently,
his nephew had open prostate
surgery and nearly died from
complications of a blood
transfusion.
Watchful waiting seemed
like a good idea until “I was
talking to this fellow and he
said, ‘Oh, you want to meet a
friend who watched and waited?...We’ll have to go to the
cemetery.’ ”
That was all the motivation
Patten needed to search for
the best treatment. His
options: Radioactive seeds, in
which implants deliver radiation to the prostate; cryosurgery, a new technique that
involves freezing the prostate
to destroy it; radiation, which
uses high-energy rays to kill
cancer cells, although it can
damage healthy cells; and surgical removal of the prostate.
Patten was leaning toward
radioactive seeds, until he met
a few men who had complications with seeds. Meanwhile,
his son Rick was busy
researching treatments when
he came across Laparoscopic
Radical Prostatectomy, which
was not available in Colorado.
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